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The Uncertainty of Things to Come  Sunday, 3/29/20 

[OFF] Could those two Bible passages be any more different? The first one, the 23rd 

Psalm, the iconic passage of comfort that we share at almost every funeral and pray through 

during anxious times. The second, from the Gospel of Mark, a warning of things to come by 

Jesus to the Disciples, who want Jesus to lay out a specific timeline for his return, but are left 

disappointed. Which is it, God? Is Jesus the Good Shepherd, who walks at our side and 

guides us? Or is Jesus the mysterious, resurrected savior who disappears into the cloud with 

only a vague promise that he’ll be sending the Holy Spirit to shepherd us in his place, a very 

indefinite picture of when he’ll be returning and what will happen in the meantime? IS it 

really possible that Jesus can be both? 

[SHARE: Frog Picture] Some of you have been checking in on my latest Facebook 

experiment where I’ve been posting one of my nature photographs each day with a very 

short story about how and where the photograph came about. This is the photo that I posted 

on Thursday, which included, in part, this caption: “Anybody else feeling like this today? 

This is my first day of not driving to church to work with the shelter in place order, and the 

additional disruption of my routine has me feeling like this frog, sitting in a pool of algae! If 

I sit here quietly long enough, will the world outside my pond go away?” 

The truth is that I was feeling a little depressed on Thursday, and I’m guessing some 

of you may have been there as well. As many wise commentators have observed in recent 

days, we are already grieving, well ahead of the great many and extensive losses we have yet 

to suffer. You know that awful feeling in the pit of your stomach, that pervasive knowledge 

that something terrible is happening and there’s nothing you can do to erase that fact in the 

present or future? That’s grief. It’s what happens when we lose something important, and 

even when we anticipate a significant loss. 

[OFF] We are grieving the disruption of our normal. We are grieving our loss of 

control. We are grieving the loss of social contact. We are grieving our sense of safety. We 

are grieving cancelled events and plans. Some are grieving the loss of jobs. And yes, some 

are grieving the dead. And depending on which stage of grieve you happen to be living in 

today, your experience of the pandemic might look a little different. On Thursday, my grieve 

felt like a frog hiding in the algae. 
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Do you remember those famous stages of grief? Denial, anger, depression, bargaining, 

and acceptance? Believe it or not, some Americans are still in denial, either refusing to 

accept the calamity that’s unfolding around us, refusing to change their behavior for the sake 

of the well-being of others, or naively believing that if only we hunker down for a few weeks 

everything will eventually return to normal. That’s classic denial. Folks, the truth is that 

there will eventually be a new normal for our lives and for the church, but things will never 

return to the old normal.  

[SHARE: Hobby Lobby Picture] Speaking of denial, you may have read that David 

Green, the founder of Hobby Lobby, has refused to close his stores in the midst of the 

pandemic, saying in effect, “God will protect us.” Listen, if you choose to lay down in the 

middle of a freeway at midnight, God is unlikely to protect you or the driver unlucky enough 

to run you over. That’s denial, because God doesn’t choose to shield us from the 

consequences of our bad choices. 

[OFF] Maybe you’re experiencing anger. Anger with the government, the church, 

your employer, or any of the other institutions that you’ve counted on that just don’t seem to 

be meting your needs at a moment of crisis. Or anger with your neighbors or family 

members who are hoarding toilet paper or refusing to practice physical distancing. 

On Thursday, I was definitely depressed, which is how I wound up sitting in the algae 

covered pond like that frog. It wasn’t the kind of depressed that’s like falling into the bottom 

of a dark, cold pit and wanting to die. But I was depressed, and it honestly interfered with 

my ability to fully function that day. Thankfully, I seemed to have skipped past bargaining 

and, at least for now, I’m experiencing more moments of acceptance. I expect I’ll bounce 

around among those stages of grief, as we all tend to do.  

The point is, it matters less where you are in your journey of grief with the 

coronavirus, and much more that you acknowledge that you’re grieving. And if you aren’t 

yet grieving, you soon will be. All of us will, because every person on this planet is going to 

be losing something or someone in the coming days, weeks, months, and perhaps even years. 

That’s the bad news, now how about some good news? 

The good news is that the God of Psalm 23 and Mark 13 are the very same God. God 

is both present and caring, and yes, certainly more mysterious than we prefer or can 
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comprehend. That may not sound like good news, but we should all be glad that God is 

bigger than the small and time-limited way we see the world. That old Sunday School song, 

“He’s Got the Whole World in His Hands” isn’t just wishful thinking, it’s actually great 

theology as well! God stands outside of all time and space, all knowing and all powerful, but 

God’s Holy Spirit also walks with us through every moment of every day, even as we walk 

through the dark and horrifying valleys like this one.  

One of the many ways I’ve been blessed by my clergy colleagues in our Minnesota 

Annual Conference is a devotional that one of us shares with each weekly prayer email. This 

week’s devotion arrived at my door on Friday morning and spoke to the grief in my heart so 

directly that I knew I couldn’t do any better than to simply share it with you. It comes to you 

from Reverend Elizabeth Macaulay of Christ UMC, Rochester, with her permission and 

blessings to you. She also includes a beautiful piece of writing from my favorite theologian, 

Henri Nouwen. If you know Elizabeth, please reach out to her and thank her! 

 Elizabeth writes this: 

[SHARE: Hands] The disorientation is real, isn’t it? I find myself unsure about what 

day it is and what it is I should do next and the hum of anxiety is [a] constant companion. 

Suddenly those I encounter are potential carriers of harm. I represent [a] threat to others. 

We are all in this together, apart. So may God grant us the courage and wisdom to learn 

from this reorientation of life. 

Our elders? Our fragile irreplaceable elders? May we always treat them as precious 

and worthy of cosseting. Our work colleagues? May we savor the different ways they 

encounter life and how it is we are wildly blessed to join with them in meaningful work. 

Childcare workers and grocery store stockers and food service folk and the people 

who make it possible for our toilets to flush and our lights to be on. May we honor them 

through the ways we notice and value their work. 

Medical personnel who put their lives on the line to swab throats, research cures and 

dispense accurate information. May we never forget that they are heroic seekers of wisdom 

that has the power to save lives. 

And may we learn, once and always, that what we do and say matters. It matters so 

much. 
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We are all leaders. Stay home. Keep your distance. Practice grace with yourself and 

with others. Remember who you are.  

[OFF] Henri Nouwen has this to say about that: 

“You are my child. You are written in the palms of my hand. 

You are hidden in the shadow of my hand. 

I have molded you in the secret of the earth. 

I have knitted you together in your mother’s womb. 

You belong to me. 

I am yours. You are mine. 

I have called you from eternity and you are the one who is held safe and embraced in 

love from eternity to eternity. 

You belong to me. And I am holding you safe and I want you to know that whatever 

happens to you, I am always there. I was always there; I am always there; I always will be 

there and hold you in my embrace. 

You are mine. You are my child. You belong to my home. You belong to my intimate 

life and I will never let you go. I will be faithful to you.”1  

Beautiful, isn’t it? That, my friends, is who we are, and who God is. We are God’s 

beloved, and God is faithful. In the midst of the tears and the fears and the terrifyingly 

unpredictable future, we remain God’s beloved, and God remains faithful.  

[SHARE: Reflection Slide] Please take a minute now to reflect on your own grief and 

how you might lean on Jesus for strength and comfort. 
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1 Henri J. M. Nouwen, “Lecture” 


